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SYSTEMS NEUROSCIENCE
Yacoub et al., 2003; Hulvershorn et al., 2005; Parkes et al., 2005). 
At low field strengths (1.5 T), the spatial specificity of SE BOLD is 
limited by intravascular blood signal from large veins (Oja et al., 
1999), but at high field strength (e.g., 7 T), the short T
2
 of venous 
blood removes this residual contribution from large veins (Duong 
et al., 2003). We therefore measured the BOLD contrast response 
with both GE and SE techniques at 7 T to discover whether any 
non-linearities in the BOLD response are more likely attributable 
to large-diameter or small-diameter vascular compartments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SubjEcTS
Functional MRI data were collected from eight human subjects 
(five female, ages 25–35) with normal or corrected to normal vision. 
Subjects participated in one or both of the experiments described 
below after providing written informed consent. The experimental 
protocols conformed to safety guidelines for MRI research and 
were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University 
of Minnesota.
VISuAL STIMuLI
The visual stimuli (Figure 1) consisted of four Gabor patches, one 
located in each of the four visual quadrants at 3° eccentricity. Each 
Gabor patch consisted of a 3 cycles-per-degree (cpd) sinusoidal 
grating modulated by a Gaussian envelope with full width at half-
maximum of 0.6° (σ = 0.25°). All stimuli were presented on a mean 
gray background. Stimuli were generated and presented with Matlab 
INTRODucTION
Many studies have investigated the linearity of the relationship 
between BOLD signal changes and measured or inferred neural 
activity and have found that neurohemodynamic coupling behaves, 
by and large, as a linear system that obeys the principles of super-
position and scaling (Boynton et al., 1996, 1999; Logothetis et al., 
2001; Heckman et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008). Because these 
previous studies have used full-field or extended visual stimuli, 
which stimulate large regions of cortex, the present study was 
designed to test the linearity of the BOLD response to isolated 
Gabor patches that produce well-localized patches of neural activ-
ity (approximately 5 mm in diameter) in early visual areas. These 
relatively weak stimuli could potentially unveil non-linear aspects 
of the hemodynamic response, such as local oxygen consumption 
without concomitant increases in local blood flow (resulting in a 
lower-than-predicted BOLD response to low-contrast stimuli), or 
over-perfusion at low contrast due to a lack of fine resolution in 
local blood flow recruitment. The expected finding for this experi-
ment is a linear relationship when the BOLD contrast response 
is compared against the neural contrast response estimated from 
psychophysical data.
As an alternative to the more common gradient echo (GE) 
BOLD techniques that use T
2
*-weighted images to maximize sen-
sitivity to magnetic field perturbations in and near veins (Ogawa 
et al., 1993; Bandettini et al., 1994), spin echo (SE) BOLD tech-
niques use T
2
-weighted images to bias BOLD sensitivity toward 
small venules and capillaries (Norris et al., 2002; Duong et al., 2003; 
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(R2007b; Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) using the Psychtoolbox 
extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Macintosh iMac computers 
with 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processors (4 GB RAM) running 
OS 10.5.7 served as the processors for the psychophysics and fMRI 
systems. For psychophysical measurements of contrast discrimi-
nation thresholds, stimuli were displayed on a NEC 2180UX LCD 
monitor, subtending 8° × 11° of visual angle at a viewing distance of 
200 cm. For the 7 T experiments, stimuli were projected onto a screen 
behind the subjects’ heads (Sanyo projector with custom lens made 
by Navitar), which was viewed via a mirror mounted on the head coil. 
Total image area subtended 12° × 16° at a viewing distance of 71 cm.
For the psychophysics computer, a linear luminance response 
across the entire dynamic range was ensured by measuring the bright-
ness of the screen (using a Minolta CS-100, Minolta Corporation, 
USA) at 64 points uniformly distributed across the monitor’s 
dynamic range and calculating a look-up table that would produce 
a linear luminance response. Because of the high field environment, 
direct measurement of the screen luminance for the fMRI experiment 
was not possible. We therefore used a variant of the VisualGamma 
calibration routine provided with version 3 of Psychtoolbox to ensure 
a linear brightness response on the projector screen. This procedure 
divides the dynamic range of the monitor into eight sections and 
uses a human observer to estimate the look-up table value that pro-
duces a brightness midway between the maximum and minimum 
luminance of each segment. While this procedure produces a reli-
able linear look-up table, it provides no absolute information about 
screen luminance, so the contrast values reported in this paper refer 
to contrast calculated in the image rather than luminance contrast.
For the control experiment, larger patches of 3 cpd sinusoi-
dal gratings replaced the Gabors. The patches were centered at 
3° eccentricity and had a radius of 2°, defined by a circular mask 
with hard edges.
PSycHOPHySIcS
V1 contrast response functions for target Gabors were estimated 
from contrast discrimination thresholds using a two-interval 
forced-choice (2IFC) task. For these psychophysical measure-
ments, a Bits++ digital video processor (Cambridge Research 
Systems Ltd., UK) was used to provide 14-bit brightness resolu-
tion. Eight pedestal contrasts were employed for the target Gabor 
patches: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64%. On each trial, all four targets 
were presented twice, for 250 ms in each interval with a 500 ms 
blank inter-stimulus interval (ISI). On one of the two intervals 
in the trial, one of the four targets was incremented in contrast. 
Subjects maintained fixation on a white square at the center of 
the stimulus set while indicating the interval (1 or 2) in which 
one of the target Gabors increased in contrast; feedback for the 
task was given by a green (“correct”) or red (“incorrect”) color at 
fixation after each response. A 3-down 1-up staircase was used to 
control the contrast increment on each trial by increasing the con-
trast increment after trials on which observers provided incorrect 
answers and decreasing the contrast increment after three correct 
answers in a row. This staircase converged at a performance level of 
79% correct; the geometric mean of the last three staircase reversals 
was used as the threshold estimate for each pedestal contrast for 
each stimulus condition. Several threshold estimates (3–5 runs of 
40 trials) at each of the eight contrast levels were completed per 
subject and averaged.
Threshold versus contrast (TvC) curves for each subject were 
fit (using Matlab’s lsqcurvefit function) with the derivative of the 
Naka–Rushton formula (Eq. 1; Boynton et al., 1999),
R C aC Cp p q p q( ) /( )= +− −σ  (1)
where R is the estimated neural response (an aggregate measure 
of input activity and local neural computation), C is the stimulus 
contrast, a is a scaling constant, and σ, p, and q are parameters 
that control the shape of the function. When C >> σ, the function 
behaves as a simple saturating power law with exponent q; when 
C << σ, the neural response is an expansive function with exponent 
p − q. Thus this function describes strong response gain for low-
contrast stimuli and saturation at high contrasts. Parameters used 
to fit the data for each subject are shown in Table 1.
MRI SySTEM
The 7 T magnet (Magnex Scientific, UK) was equipped with a Siemens 
console (Erlangen, Germany) and a Siemens Avanto head gradient 
set capable of 80 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 333 T/m/s. A 
half volume coil was used for RF transmission and a small (6 cm) 
quadrature coil was used for reception (Adriany et al., 2001).
fMRI ExPERIMENTS
Main experiment: event-related GE and SE BOLD responses at 7 T to 
isolated Gabor patches
A single scanning session contained four types of scans: GE 
BOLD block-design localizers, SE BOLD block-design localizers, 
GE BOLD event-related runs, and SE BOLD event-related runs. 
Subjects were engaged in a 2IFC contrast-discrimination task dur-
ing both localizer and event-related scans; behavioral responses 
were collected using a fiber-optic button box (Current Designs, 
Philadelphia, PA, USA).
FIguRe 1 | Stimuli used to study the BOLD fMRI contrast response in V1. 
(A) Block-design localizer scans were used to select regions of interest for 
analysis of the event-related data. (B) Stimuli for event-related scans were 
presented in a 2IFC paradigm at 5, 10, 30, and 90% contrast with inter-trial 
intervals randomly distributed between 3 and 6 s.
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Control experiment: event-related GE and SE BOLD responses at 7 T to 
large sinusoidal grating patches
The experiment design and data acquisition were identical to the 
main experiment except the Gabor patches were replaced by larger 
patches of sinusoidal gratings subtending 4° of visual angle. Four of 
the subjects who participated in the main experiment participated 
in the control.
fMRI DATA ANALySIS: PREPROcESSINg AND LOcALIzERS
Preprocessing of the functional data, which included motion com-
pensation, high-pass filtering (removal of temporal frequencies 
below four cycles per scan for localizers, eight cycles per scan for 
event-related scans) and alignment of functional data to the refer-
ence anatomy (Nestares and Heeger, 2000) was accomplished with 
custom Matlab code. GE EPI and SE EPI functional runs were 
acquired in an interleaved manner throughout the scanning session 
and were co-registered via motion compensation. After motion 
compensation, but before high-pass filtering, fieldmap-based dis-
tortion compensation for the EPI images was completed with FSL 
(Smith et al., 2004).
Prior to participating in the fMRI experiments each subject par-
ticipated in a separate retinotopic mapping session, which included 
acquisition of an MP-RAGE anatomy (1 mm isotropic resolution) 
for anatomical reference and cortical surface definition. Gray/white 
matter segmentation, cortical surface reconstruction, and surface 
inflation and flattening were completed in SurfRelax (Larsson, 
2001). Standard retinotopic mapping using rotating wedges and 
expanding rings (Sereno et al., 1995; DeYoe et al., 1996; Engel et al., 
1997) was used to identify V1 and an iso-eccentricity band cen-
tered at 3° of visual angle from the fovea. Boundaries for visual 
areas were translated to the reference anatomy, and from there to 
the functional data, to restrict where ROIs would be defined for 
further analysis.
For each subject, ROIs were selected based on retinotopic 
location and functional localizers. Repetitions of the GE block-
design localizers (described above) were averaged together to 
define GE ROIs, and repetitions of SE localizers were averaged 
to define SE ROIs. Voxels with coherence (unsigned correlation 
with a sinusoid at the block-alternation frequency; Bandettini 
et al., 1993; Engel et al., 1997) exceeding 0.30 in the averaged 
localizer scans were selected to create the ROIs. This threshold 
value (coh > 0.30) would correspond to a significance threshold 
of p < 2 × 10−4, uncorrected, if noise in the BOLD data were 
uncorrelated. Permutation analysis on this particular dataset 
indicates that this coherence threshold was, on average, associ-
ated with a median (across subjects) single-voxel uncorrected 
significance of p < 4 × 10−4 for both the GE BOLD and the SE 
BOLD data. ROIs were initially defined on a flattened cortical 
representation, where V1 and eccentricity boundaries could 
be used to identify the appropriate clusters of voxels. Selected 
voxels were translated to the in-plane anatomy for further 
refinement to identify four clusters of contiguous voxels cor-
responding to the four stimuli in the four visual quadrants. 
In one subject only the two stimulus representations in the 
lower visual field (upper bank of the calcarine sulcus) could 
be unambiguously located in V1, so a total of 22 sub-ROIs in 
six subjects were identified.
Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined by block-design local-
izer scans (Figure 1A). “On” and “off” blocks each lasted 12 s; 
11 “on” blocks alternated with 10 “off” blocks during each scan, 
and the first half-cycle (“on”) block was discarded before analysis, 
resulting in a block-alternation frequency of 10 cycles per scan or 
1/24 Hz. During each block, a new 2IFC trial occurred every 1.5 s 
(eight trials per block). During “on” blocks the pedestal contrast 
for the 2IFC task was 80%; during “off” blocks the target pedestal 
contrast was 0%. Stimulus durations and ISIs/inter-trial intervals 
(ITIs) for the task were shorter during these localizers than dur-
ing the psychophysical and event-related measurements: stimulus 
duration was 150 ms and stimuli were separated by a 100-ms ISI. 
Two or three GE localizer scans and two or three SE localizer scans 
were included in each experiment, depending on the stamina of 
the subject.
The event-related scans (Figure 1B) measured BOLD response 
to four stimulus conditions (target contrasts): 5, 10, 30, and 90% 
Michelson contrast (Peli, 1990). Stimuli were presented in the same 
2IFC contrast-discrimination task as in the psychophysics (250 ms 
stimulus duration; 200 ms ISI), with an ITI of 3, 4.5, or 6 s (ITI 
was randomly selected and uniformly distributed). There were a 
total of 48 trials per scan, 12 at each contrast level, for a total of 
60–96 presentations of each contrast level for each subject for each 
BOLD technique (five to eight GE BOLD event-related scans and 
five to eight SE BOLD event-related scans per subject). Because 
there were only 12 trials per scan, behavioral data from the scan-
ning sessions were not useful for verifying psychophysical contrast 
discrimination thresholds, but the response percentage was used 
to exclude subjects from further analysis – two subjects failed to 
respond to a majority of the 5% contrast stimulus presentations, 
so only data from 6 subjects were analyzed. (Data from the sixth 
subject were discarded due to low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as 
described below, for a total of five subjects in the main experiment.)
EPI data were acquired with a field of view of 128 mm × 96 mm 
and a matrix size of 64 × 48 (6/8 partial Fourier) for a nominal 
in-plane resolution of 2 mm isotropic. Slice thickness was 2 mm, 
volume repetition time (TR) was 1.5 s, and 12 slices were prescribed 
perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus in an oblique coronal orienta-
tion to cover primary visual cortex. For the GE BOLD data echo-
spacing was 0.41 ms [total slice read-out time (T
RO
): 14.8 ms], echo 
time (TE) was 20 ms, flip angle (α) was 65°; for the SE BOLD data 
echo-spacing was 0.41 ms (T
RO
 = 14.8 ms), TE was 50 ms, α was 90°.
Table 1 | Fit parameters for threshold versus contrast functions for the 
six subjects who responded reliably to the low-contrast stimuli during 
MR scanning sessions.
Subject Plot symbol a p q σ
1 ♦ 350 1.24 0.28 6.45
2+ o 101 2.08 0.57 0.54
3+  143 1.77 0.44 1.12
4+ ¡ 110 2.15 0.50 0.67
5+†  57 2.03 0.62 0.37
6  349 1.17 0.29 10.54
†Excluded from main experiment due to low ROI SNR.
+Participated in control experiment.
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and one GE localizer were selected at random from each scanning 
session for the CNR calculation.) Using the high-frequency end 
of the Fourier spectrum as a noise baseline avoids contaminating 
the CNR estimate by low-frequency fluctuations due to residual, 
uncorrected motion, among other things. In spite of the fact that 
tissue SNR was comparable in the average signal from SE and 
GE ROIs (Figure 2A, bottom), the CNR was greater in the GE 
data (Figure 2B). This result is expected because of the smaller 
BOLD response surrounding the smaller veins that dominate the 
SE BOLD signal. CNR is shown both for individual voxels (Figure 
2B, top) and for the average signal in each ROI (Figure 2B, bot-
tom). The most informative comparison is between the GE and SE 
CNR values in the voxels selected by both localizers: 0.34 ± 0.024 
(cyan points, Figure 2B); Table 2 provides ratios calculated for the 
mean CNR in other subsets of the voxels in the ROIs. As in the 
SNR comparison, averaging the signal in the ROI before calculat-
ing CNR benefits the SE data more than the GE data (Figure 2B, 
bottom): if signals from individual voxels are averaged before cal-
culating the CNR, then the ratio of SE CNR to GE CNR (in the 
SE ROIs) is 0.35 ± 0.026.
Coherence values for SE ROIs and GE ROIs are plotted in 
Figure 2C. Ratios for coherence – which compares the modu-
lation at the stimulus-related Fourier component against the 
entire Fourier amplitude spectrum, therefore accounting for low-
frequency noise – are also provided in Table 2 and show similar 
trends, although the SE:GE ratios are consistently higher, presum-
ably because the GE BOLD is more sensitive to physiological noise 
present in the low-frequency portion of the Fourier spectrum.
For comparison of identified ROI volumes against the expected 
volume of activation, the size of the cortical territory representing 
the Gabors was calculated from the average cortical magnification 
functions in humans reported in Engel et al. (1997), using 2σ and 3σ 
In the identified ROIs, SNR and contrast-to-noise ratio 
(CNR) were quantified for both imaging modalities. SNR was 
characterized as the ratio of the standard deviation (through 
time) to the mean signal intensity in the event-related scans (i.e., 
normalized RMS fluctuation). The sub-ROIs for one of the six 
subjects had high RMS values, compared to the distribution of 
all 22 (GE RMS greater than 0.02; SE RMS greater than 0.04). 
In addition, the fit residuals were significantly higher for this 
subject than for the remaining five subjects when estimating 
the amplitude of the hemodynamic response (see below), so 
this subject was excluded from further analysis. Therefore, only 
18 sub-ROIs are shown in Figure 2 and used in subsequent 
analyses. Figure 2A (top) shows the average normalized RMS 
for individual voxels in each of the 36 identified sub-ROIs (18 
SE ROIs and 18 GE ROIs), which is relevant for our sensitivity 
in defining ROIs. Figure 2A (bottom) shows the normalized 
RMS calculated for each of the 36 ROIs after averaging all voxels 
in an ROI; this metric is relevant for our sensitivity in estimat-
ing hemodynamic response functions (HRFs) for an ROI. For 
individual voxels, the average GE SNR is better than the SE SNR 
(normalized RMS is lower for GE data, and when GE RMS is 
plotted against SE RMS, most points lie above a line marking a 
1:1 ratio). However, for ROIs, the GE and SE SNR are compara-
ble. This is the expected result if greater spatial correlations exist 
in the noise in GE BOLD because the signal source is dominated 
by large veins (Yacoub et al., 2005).
Contrast-to-noise ratio was calculated as the ratio of the ampli-
tude of the Fourier component at the block-alternation frequency 
in the localizer scans (80% stimulus contrast, 0.042 Hz block-
alternation frequency) to the mean amplitude of Fourier com-
ponents from 60 to 80 cycles per scan (0.24–0.32 Hz). (Multiple 
localizer scans were run for each subject, but just one SE localizer 
FIguRe 2 | Signal-to-noise ratio and CNR characteristics of Se BOLD and 
ge BOLD data. (A) Top panel: normalized RMS calculated for a single GE 
event-related scan (abscissa) and a single SE event-related scan (ordinate), for 
each voxel in each ROI, then averaged (red symbols: SE ROIs; black symbols: GE 
ROIs; different shapes represent different subjects). Bottom panel: all voxels in 
each ROI were averaged before calculating RMS. (B) Top panel: average CNR in 
GE (abscissa) and SE (ordinate) block-design localizer scans for SE ROIs (red), GE 
ROIs (black) and voxels included in both types of ROIs (cyan). Bottom panel: CNR 
calculated after averaging all voxels in an ROI. (C) Average voxel coherence (top 
panel) and ROI coherence in each type of ROI (bottom panel); colors as in (B).
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four Gabor patches. The SE BOLD-derived ROIs were smaller than 
the GE BOLD-derived ROIs, as would be expected either from the 
lower CNR of the SE BOLD technique (Olman et al., 2010) or from 
the decreased blurring due to dominance of the small-diameter 
vascular compartment. The average volume of a SE BOLD sub-
ROI was 137 ± 9.7 mm3 (mean ± SEM, 18 sub-ROIs); the average 
volume of a GE BOLD sub-ROI was 288 ± 22 mm3. The SE ROIs 
were also largely contained within the larger GE ROIs: 9.2 ± 2.5% 
(mean ± SEM, 18 sub-ROIs) of the voxels selected by SE localizers 
were not included in the GE ROIs, while 54 ± 3.6% of the voxels in 
GE ROIs were outside of the smaller SE ROIs. Assuming a cortical 
thickness of 3 mm, and a cortical representation for each Gabor 
patch approximately 5–8 mm in diameter, the predicted stimulated 
cortical volume in each location is approximately 60–150 mm3.
We then estimated GE BOLD and SE BOLD event-related HRFs 
within each ROI for Gabor patches presented at 5, 10, 30, and 90% 
luminance contrast. Estimated HRFs for the SE and GE BOLD 
response in the SE and GE BOLD-defined ROIs in one representa-
tive subject are shown in Figure 3B. The primary analyses of interest 
are the GE BOLD response in the GE BOLD-defined ROIs (upper 
cut-off points to estimate the diameter of the cortical representation 
of the Gabor patch (0.50° and 0.75°) and 3 mm as the estimate of 
the average local cortical gray matter thickness.
fMRI DATA ANALySIS: EVENT-RELATED DATA ANALySIS
A generalized linear model (GLM) was used to estimate the hemo-
dynamic responses to the stimuli in the event-related design. For 
the localizer-based analysis, the eight identified sub-ROIs in each 
subject (four GE and four SE) were first combined to create a single 
SE ROI and a single GE ROI. Then the data from all voxels in the 
ROI were averaged before estimating a HRF. For both the localizer-
based analysis and the individual-voxel analysis, custom Matlab 
code estimated the amplitude of the BOLD response (in the average 
time-course for each ROI or for each voxel) for 12 time points (18 s) 
after the stimulus onset to avoid making assumptions about the 
shape of the HRF. Finally, hemodynamic response estimates were fit 
by a difference-of-gamma (DOG) functions HRF model using the 
lsqnonlin function in Matlab. The amplitude of the BOLD response 
was quantified as the peak amplitude of the DOG fit. In a parallel 
analysis, BOLD response amplitudes were also estimated using the 
difference between the peak response (4.5–6 s after stimulus onset) 
and the baseline response (the two HRF points estimated at the time 
of stimulus presentation); response patterns were identical to the 
fit amplitude estimates, so only the fit results are shown.
For the voxel-based analysis, individual voxels for which the 
DOG fit did not meet the following criteria were discarded: time-
to-peak amplitude less than 10 s, HRF width less than 6 s, and 
average error between fit and data less than half the peak ampli-
tude. For each voxel with a successful DOG fit at each contrast, 
cortical distance from the center of the appropriate sub-ROI was 
then estimated as the Euclidean distance from the center of the 
voxel to the center of mass of the sub-ROI. While cortical folding 
would invalidate this metric for extended ROIs (as in the control 
experiment), this is a reasonable metric for the small sub-ROIs 
in the main experiment in which cortical distances were typically 
less than 5 mm.
RESuLTS
In our first experiment, we measured the GE and SE BOLD contrast 
response functions for isolated Gabor patches. First, GE BOLD and 
SE BOLD block-design localizers were used to define two sets of 
ROIs (Figure 3A). Each set of ROIs in each subject consisted of four 
sub-ROIs, corresponding to the four cortical representations of the 
Table 2 | Ratios of contrast-to-noise ratio for ge and Se localizers in 
different voxel populations.
Voxel population Se:ge CNR ratio Se:ge coherence
Voxels in SE ROIs 0.62 ± 0.16 0.88 ± 0.21
 but not GE ROIs
SE ROIs 0.35 ± 0.026 0.67 ± 0.038
Overlap, SE ROIs 0.34 ± 0.024 0.65 ± 0.033
 and GE ROIs
GE ROIs 0.33 ± 0.029 0.56 ± 0.28
Voxels in GE ROIs 0.26 ± 0.028 0.44 ± 0.033
 but not SE ROIs
FIguRe 3 | gradient echo (ge) BOLD and Spin echo (Se) BOLD 
hemodynamic responses to gabor elements of increasing contrast. 
(A) Block-design functional data with coherence exceeding 0.30 are visualized 
as color overlays on the gray-scale EPI image for a single pseudo-coronal slice. 
Orange: increased BOLD response during stimulus presentation; blue: 
decreased BOLD response during stimulus presentation. GE data are on the 
left, SE data are on the right. The (identical) white outlines on both images 
show two sub-ROIs (individual Gabor element representations) defined by the 
GE BOLD localizer. (B) Estimated hemodynamic responses for one subject’s 
ROIs (four sub-ROIs) selected by the GE BOLD localizer (left column) and the 
SE BOLD localizer (right column), measured during GE BOLD (top row) and SE 
BOLD (bottom row) event-related scans. Dots represent BOLD response 
amplitude estimated by fitting a difference-of-gamma functions model to the 
12 HRF time points.
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(t
3
 = −4.04, p = 0.014, one-tailed paired t-test). The SE BOLD 
response at 10% contrast was also higher than the response to 5% 
contrast (t
3
 = −2.32, p = 0.052).
To investigate the contribution of voxel selection to the unreli-
able estimates of the BOLD response to isolated Gabor patches, we 
estimated HRFs for individual voxels in the GE BOLD ROIs from 
the main experiment (Figure 5). As expected, since the stimulus 
contrast is highest in the center of the Gabor patch and decreases 
toward the edges, response magnitude decreased with distance 
from the center of the cortical representation of each Gabor patch 
(Figure 5A). What is unexpected, however, is the spatial dependence 
of the ratio between the 10 and 5% contrast responses (Figure 5B). 
In every subject, this ratio was fit by a linear trend with negative 
slope (GE data: t
4
 = −4.3, p = 0.013; SE data: t
4
 = −2.7, p = 0.052). The 
average intercept was greater than 1 (GE data: 1.24 ± 0.35 (SD); SE 
data: 1.3 ± 0.27), indicating that the 10%:5% ratio is greater than 1 
in the center of the ROI, but decreases with distance from the center 
of the ROI. Therefore, the exact spatial extent of the ROI can have 
a strong effect on the estimated amplitude of the response to a 5% 
contrast target, relative to a 10% contrast target, which can explain 
the variability between subjects observed in the ROI analysis. Using 
the y-intercept of the linear fits illustrated in Figure 5A as an esti-
mate of the amplitude of the BOLD response to the Gabor patch 
improves the linearity of the contrast response functions recovered 
for both GE and SE BOLD (Figure 5C): 95% confidence intervals 
(shaded regions) are 14% smaller in the top panel for the GE data, 
and 18% smaller in the top panel for the SE data.
DIScuSSION
Our main finding is that the average response in a selected ROI is 
not the most reliable method of estimating the BOLD response for 
isolated stimuli that produce small patches of cortical activation, 
particularly for GE BOLD. In an ROI-based analysis, we found that 
the GE BOLD response to small image patches presented at 5% 
right panel) and the SE BOLD response in the SE BOLD-defined 
ROIs (lower left panel). However, the crossed analyses (GE BOLD 
response in voxels selected by SE BOLD localizer, and vice versa, thin 
dashed lines in Figure 3B) were also performed. It is worth noting 
that both the GE BOLD and the SE BOLD HRFs are larger in the 
more-selective SE BOLD-derived ROIs (right column).
The average GE and SE BOLD responses to Gabor patches of 
increasing contrast are shown in Figure 4A. Because the underly-
ing V1 neural response saturates with increasing contrast, a linear 
increase in amplitude with increasing contrast is not expected. 
However, in neither the GE nor the SE data was the response to 
5% contrast significantly lower than the response to 10% con-
trast. In the SE data, there was a trend in the expected direction 
(t
4
 = 1.74, p = 0.08, one-tailed paired t-test), but no distinction 
in the GE data (t
4
 = 0.22, p = 0.58). Normalized BOLD response 
is plotted against psychophysically estimated neural response for 
individual subjects in Figure 4B and illustrates the variability 
within and between subjects that contributed to our failure to 
measure 5% contrast responses that were significantly less than 
10% contrast responses.
In a control experiment, we tested whether the lack of reliabil-
ity in the estimated BOLD response to low contrast targets was 
a consequence of the small stimulus size or of the rapid event-
related experiment design. The rapid event-related design (average 
ISI of 4.5 s) assumes linearity (specifically, superposition) of the 
hemodynamic response; if this assumption is not valid, it could 
produce unreliable behavior, particularly in the weaker responses. 
Therefore, with an experiment design and analysis identical to the 
previous, we measured the BOLD response to larger patches of 
sinusoidal gratings (2° radius) centered at the same eccentricity 
(3°) as the four Gabor patches in the main experiment. Four of 
the subjects who participated in the main experiment participated 
in this control. As shown in Figure 4B, the GE BOLD response 
at 10% contrast was significantly larger than the response at 5% 
FIguRe 4 | Contrast response functions measured with ge and Se BOLD. 
(A) Main experiment, using Gabor elements as stimuli. For each type of ROI (GE 
localizers on top, SE localizers on bottom), the event-related GE and SE BOLD 
responses to isolated Gabor patches presented at 5, 10, 30, and 90% contrast 
were estimated for five subjects. Solid black line indicates GE BOLD CRF in GE 
BOLD-defined ROI; solid red line indicates SE BOLD CRF in SE BOLD ROI. 
Dashed lines indicate crossed analyses (GE BOLD CRF in SE BOLD ROI, and 
vice versa). Error bars indicate SEM. Asterisk indicates p < 0.05, paired t-test, 
n = 5. (B) Normalized BOLD data are plotted against psychophysical estimates of 
contrast response in individual subjects, GE data in black on left, SE data in red on 
right. Shaded area indicates 95% confidence intervals for a linear fit (white line) 
to the data. (C,D) Control experiment, using grating patches as stimuli (n = 4).
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This is also not the first time we have observed that voxel 
 selection, or spatial heterogeneity in the GE BOLD responses in 
V1, can have an impact on interpretations of the relationship 
between BOLD and stimulus geometry or psychophysical meas-
urements. We have observed previously that some voxels produce 
negative hemodynamic impulse responses to the presentation of a 
spatially restricted checkerboard (Olman et al., 2007), even though 
the stimulus is presented in the voxel’s receptive field (i.e., the voxel 
is inside a ROI defined by a differential localizer that clearly reflects 
retinotopic location within V1). The local dominance of the nega-
tive BOLD in that study was explained by mislocalization of signal 
by large veins, which brought surrounding negative BOLD signal 
into voxels in the cortical territory representing the stimulus. More 
recently, we have shown that surround suppression of the BOLD 
response to isolated Gabors cannot be predicted from psychophysi-
cal measurements of the suppressed visual response to the target 
Gabors (Schumacher and Olman, 2010). When a target Gabor was 
flanked by parallel Gabor elements at higher contrast, we measured 
a localized V1 GE BOLD signal that decreased as the contrast of the 
target Gabor increased. Those two studies, in combination with the 
present findings, indicate that accurate inference of spatially hetero-
geneous neural activity from high-resolution BOLD data requires 
a model for neurohemodynamic coupling that is more complex 
than a Gaussian pooling kernel (Engel et al., 1997; Parkes et al., 
2005). These experiments also suggest the necessity of a model that 
takes into account more complex spatiotemporal characteristics of 
vascular pooling (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009).
One possible neurohemodynamic explanation for the unex-
pected decrease in the ratio of 10%:5% contrast responses with 
distance from the center of the cortical representation of each patch 
is a spatial broadening of the cortical perfusion in response to 5% 
contrast stimuli. If the hemodynamic response becomes more 
 contrast was not significantly smaller than the response to patches 
presented at 10% contrast. The difficulty in distinguishing 5 and 
10% contrast responses was not an artifact of the experiment 
design, because the GE BOLD response to extended sinusoidal 
grating patches presented at 10% contrast was significantly larger 
than the response to 5% contrast gratings. Nor was it a consequence 
of low CNR in the data, because subjects with low CNR or high 
fit residuals were excluded from analysis, and the non-monotonic 
behavior observed in some subjects was more pronounced in the 
GE BOLD data, which had higher CNR than the SE BOLD data. 
The larger-than-expected GE BOLD response in the ROI-based 
analysis appeared to be a consequence of spatial heterogeneity in 
the cortical response to small stimuli. Specifically, we observed a 
relative amplification of the 5% contrast response at the edges of the 
cortical representation of the stimuli. Improved contrast response 
estimates were obtained, particularly for the GE BOLD data, by fit-
ting individual voxels and estimating the magnitude of the BOLD 
response at the center of the ROI.
Our finding of an amplification of the GE BOLD ROI response 
at very low contrast is not without precedent. Murray (2008) meas-
ured the effect of attention on V1 contrast response functions for 
relatively small patches of sinusoidal gratings; the main finding 
was that the effects of attention to patches of sinusoidal gratings 
presented in the four visual quadrants could be described by a 
baseline shift. Close inspection of Figure 3 in that paper, however, 
shows that the GE BOLD response to the 3% contrast stimulus is 
larger than the BOLD response to the 6% contrast grating, most 
notably in the unattended condition. The stimuli in the Murray 
experiment subtended 6° of visual angle, centered at 8° eccentricity, 
so the predicted size of the cortical representation of those stimuli 
should be intermediate between the Gabor patches and the larger 
sinusoidal gratings used in this experiment.
FIguRe 5 | Voxel-based analysis of BOLD contrast response. (A) Response 
amplitude estimated for individual voxels in the GE BOLD-defined sub-ROIs in 
a representative subject (data from four sub-ROIs combined). Black dots 
indicate estimated GE BOLD response; red dots indicate estimated SE BOLD 
response. Dashed lines indicate linear fit to response amplitude as a function 
of distance from sub-ROI center. (B) Ratios of GE BOLD (black) and SE BOLD 
(red) responses to neighboring contrasts. Only the trend in the GE BOLD 
10%:5% ratio was significant. (C) Normalized BOLD response in the 
GE-defined ROI plotted against individual subjects’ psychophysically derived 
estimates of the neural response. Thin lines indicate individual subject data; 
bold points indicate average BOLD response (±SD), with abscissa coordinate 
determined by average estimated neural response (mean ± SD). Shaded 
region indicates 95% confidence interval for linear regression. Top: BOLD 
response amplitude estimated from the y-intercept of the linear fit to 
amplitude as a function of distance from the center of the cortical 
representation of the Gabor patch; bottom: BOLD response estimated as the 
average of the voxel responses (ignoring spatial location). Left: GE BOLD 
responses; right; SE BOLD responses.
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2008). Therefore modulation by attention, in spite of the assigned 
contrast discrimination task, could disproportionately amplify the 
neural (and BOLD) response at 5% contrast under the particu-
lar conditions of the experiment we conducted. However, there 
are several reasons that such cognitive differences are not likely to 
explain the observed pattern. First, it would be difficult to explain 
why an attention or anticipation effect would be observed more 
strongly in the GE BOLD signal than in the SE BOLD signal. Using 
attention to explain the full pattern of results we observed would 
require invoking an attention-based non- linearity in the pooling 
of blood from small-diameter venous compartments to large-
diameter venous compartments, which returns us to an argument 
similar to the hyperperfusion argument presented above. Second, 
Murray (2008) found an amplification of the BOLD response to 3% 
contrast stimuli in both the unattended and attended conditions, 
further suggesting that mechanisms related to perceptual aware-
ness are not responsible for the pattern observed. Finally, our ITI 
was randomized, so subjects could not anticipate the onset timing 
for low-contrast trials.
For comparing the BOLD data against the underlying neu-
ral response in this study, we used psychophysical data to esti-
mate neural contrast response functions in V1. While the use 
of contrast discrimination threshold measurements to esti-
mate V1 contrast response functions has been validated in the 
past (Boynton et al., 1999; Zenger-Landolt and Heeger, 2003), 
it is nonetheless an indirect estimate of the neural population 
response. Electrophysiological data from non-human primates 
suggests that the population contrast response function can be 
fit by a power law with exponent ∼0.6 (Heeger et al., 2000); this 
power law predicts a ratio of 1.5 between the magnitude of the 
neural population responses to 10 and 5% contrast gratings. The 
psychophysical data predict an average ratio of 1.6. Both ratios 
are more consistent with the BOLD response estimated by the 
extrapolated intercept at the center of the cortical representations 
of the patches [voxel-based analysis, GE data: 1.24 ± 0.35 (standard 
deviation); SE data: 1.3 ± 0.27] than with the ROI-based analysis 
of the GE data (0.95 ± 0.50, Figure 4A). Presumably due to the 
smaller ROI size and reduced contribution of large vein data to 
the SE signal, the SE ROI-based analysis provided more reliable 
estimates of the underlying neural responses (than the GE ROI-
based analysis) and was most consistent with the psychophysical 
data and the voxel-based analysis (1.43 ± 0.52).
The ROI-based analysis provided a more reliable estimate of 
the underlying neural response to isolated Gabor patches when 
applied to the SE BOLD data than when applied to the GE BOLD 
data. In part this was because the SE-defined ROIs were more spa-
tially restricted (roughly half the volume of the GE-defined ROIs), 
and in part this was because the spatial heterogeneity was not as 
pronounced (the negative trend for the 10%:5% response ratio 
was present but not significant across subjects). All of the poten-
tial explanations presented above for the overly large response to 
5% contrast stimuli we observed at the periphery of the sub-ROIs 
should affect SE data as well as GE data. However, because the GE 
data contain a stronger signal contribution from large veins, which 
pool signal over a larger cortical territory, it is likely that this spatial 
filtering (blurring) in the GE data amplifies local variations in the 
BOLD response.
 narrowly targeted (better matched to the locus of neural activity) 
as contrast increases, then voxels at the edge of a generously defined 
ROI would show more positive BOLD response for 5% contrast 
than 10% contrast stimuli. This explanation for the data is essen-
tially an argument in favor of hemodynamic spatial uncertainty for 
low-contrast stimuli, i.e., hemodynamic resources that are directed 
to an overly large region of cortex for small, low-contrast stimuli. 
The GE BOLD ROIs, sensitive to signals from larger veins that pool 
over a larger cortical territory, would be particularly sensitive to 
excessive perfusion of flanking cortical territory.
While spatially untargeted perfusion might explain our pattern 
of results (i.e., variability between subjects in the relative ampli-
tudes of responses to 5% contrast and 10% contrast Gabors in an 
ROI-based analysis), this is certainly not a general expectation for 
fMRI experiments. There has been ample demonstration that the 
arterial blood supply as well as GE BOLD and SE BOLD responses 
are regulated on a spatial scale fine enough to enable visualization 
of individual cortical columns – a scale much finer than the resolu-
tion required for the present experiment (Cheng et al., 2001; Duong 
et al., 2001; Yacoub et al., 2008). However, these studies that show 
excellent targeting of perfusion have been performed with large 
stimuli using a differential, block-design protocol that minimizes 
the contribution of large veins and measures only perturbations 
of the blood supply from a high-response state.
As an alternative to the hemodynamic explanation above, sub-
jects’ eye-movements could conceivably explain the relative increase 
in the strength of the BOLD response to 5% contrast stimuli in 
voxels far from the ROI center. If subjects are more likely to make 
micro-saccades in the direction of one of the target stimuli when 
the stimuli are near detection threshold (and therefore harder to 
see), then the cortical representation for the 5% contrast stimuli 
would be blurred or expanded. Thus, in voxels several millimeters 
from the ROI center, where the BOLD responses to high-contrast 
stimuli (with more stable fixation) are decreasing, the response 
to 5% contrast stimuli (spread by fixation instability) would be 
inordinately large. Eye-tracking equipment is not currently avail-
able at our 7 T scanner, so we do not have data regarding fixation 
stability on each trial. In addition to repeating this experiment 
with eye-tracking, another way to distinguish the hyperperfusion 
hypothesis from the micro-saccade hypothesis is perfusion meas-
urements. With independent measurement of BOLD response and 
perfusion responses, we could determine whether the balance of 
perfusion and oxygen consumption differs across the cortical ter-
ritory for near-threshold and supra-threshold stimuli.
Finally, as another alternative explanation for our data, it is pos-
sible that the amplification of the observed BOLD response to 5% 
contrast is driven by attention or anticipation. Robust V1 BOLD 
responses occasionally represent perception, rather than actual 
stimulus presence or contrast (Ress and Heeger, 2003; Maier et al., 
2008). A recent optical imaging study also found that anticipation 
of a stimulus produced a robust hemodynamic response that was 
not accompanied by measured neural responses (Sirotin and Das, 
2009). Since response rates for 5% contrast Gabors were lower than 
for the higher contrast patterns (80–85% instead of 95–100%), per-
haps the sheer difficulty of reliably perceiving 5% contrast Gabors 
at 3° eccentricity resulted in a unique neural modulation akin to 
modulation by attention (Buracas and Boynton, 2007; Murray, 
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varies consistently throughout even a conservatively defined ROI.
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